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It is very possible that you have never personally heard of JOSHUA FREE before—and yet hundreds 
of millions of people have enjoyed medias, music and motion pictures in some way influenced by 
his invisible hand. Known worldwide in the underground scene; a prolific author of dozens of books 
and lectures on ancient history,  esoteric archaeology, alternative mysticism, practical occultism, 
metaphysics and Systemology. Involved with practical Earth magic since he was 12, he started 
with initiation and apprenticeship into Pheryllt Druidism by Douglas Monroe in 1995 as "Merlyn 
Stone" (still maintaining his seat as Bard of the Twelfth Chair for New Forest Centre for Magickal  
Studies). He founded the “Mardukite” movement (and “Mardukite Zuism”) in 2008, is Director of 
"Mardukite Research Org," developed its most popular literary contribution: "Necronomicon: The 
Anunnaki Bible"—and Mardukite Core (research library) supporting it. An advanced division of the 
organization—the Systemology Society—began cultivating underground internationally in 2011.



INTRODUCING THE NEW MARDUKITE ''GRADES-ROUTES-LEVELS'' SYSTEM

* * * AN OFFICIAL MESSAGE FROM THE MARDUKITE ACADEMY ( SEPTEMBER 2021 ) * * *
Greetings Friends; Fellow Truth Seekers; Mardukites and Systemologists:
   In spite of the many new editions you will find featured in this 2021 edition of 
the Arcanum Annual Review, perhaps the most significant developments of the past 
year regard launching Mardukite Academy of Systemology, establishment of a Grade 
System, the completion of Grade-III work (this means all three 'Master Grades'), 
and delivery of a 'Mardukite Master Course' to Instructors, Mardukite Ministers 
and Systemology Pilots. The original course transcripts are now available in a 
newly released COMPLETE     MARDUKITE     MASTER     COURSE   oversized hardcover textbook.
  For 25 years, Joshua Free continued to produce, revise and refine dozens of his 
own literary works. But at any given time, often only a small hand-full of close 
assistants understood what gradients the work reflected or how materials related 
to other materials; the direction and destination treated as a high value secret. 
Previously, Seekers selected books at random and self-administered instruction 
as best they could reach. Most readers gained 'some' benefit, but still retained a 
highly fragmented understanding of greater 'wide-angle' applications and goals.
  Emphasis of this Arcanum Annual Review is on the actual nature of materials for 
Mardukite Zuism & Systemology, how they relate to each other or are even reprinted 
in Master Edition anthologies for the Mardukite Academy. It all becomes so clear.

* Broadcast from the Mardukite & Systemology Society Publication Offices *
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The Original 90's Underground Occult Classic Returns!

THE SORCERER'S HANDBOOK
A Complete Guide to Practical Magick  

21st Anniversary Collector's Edition  
by Joshua Free writing as Merlyn Stone  

For centuries, direct access to the realm of 
magick has been sought—then, finally what the 

world waited for... arrived. Discover the power of 
magick with "a book that changed the world, 
telling it all without the usual occult jargon."

 
 

       Kyra Kaos with The Sorcerer's Handbook

Concise progressive lessons enable the fastest 
personal results in magickal training, providing key instruction for practical magick, ritual 

spellcraft, elemental magick, Wicca, the tarot, high magick, the Golden Dawn magical system, 
Enochian and traditionalist ceremonial arts...among many other topics!

After sparking advancement on the "magickal path" for thousands of seekers in over two 
decades, the original underground classic that started it all by Merlyn Stone, returns—revised 
and reissued—for a very special 21st Anniversary presentation in hardcover for the first time!
 ** The materials in this title are also available within The Great Magical Arcanum anthology!

Hardcover — 172pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
First written and self-published by Joshua Free at age 16.                    ISBN 978-0-578-55367-2 

Revised and reissued a dozen times in over two decades,                            MSRP $32.95 
during which thousands of copies have reached circulation.                  

  
GRADE-I (  ENTRY POINTS ) : ROUTE OF MAGICK & MYSTICISM — 5



First Ever Mardukite Publication at its 2008 Founding!
>> NEW RELEASE <<  

THE GREAT MAGICKAL ARCANUM
A Master Course in Magick  

for Modern Wizards  
Collected works by Joshua Free  

 

Here is the ultimate tome of magick for all
True Magicians, Mystics, Priestesses &

“wizarding types” of the 21st century!
 

A complete collection of original writings and 
research—revised and updated—appearing now 

in the New Age market as a commemorative 
Master Edition; and it appears in hardcover for 

the first time since its underground debut at the 
inception of the modern "Mardukite" movement 

over a decade ago—Summer Solstice 2008.
 

*** ACADEMY NOTICE ***
This newly revised oversized "Master Edition" is 
also the complete "Grade-I Route-A" textbook 
of the Mardukite Master Course and Mardukite 
Academy "Ladder of Lights" Grade/Level-Chart.

— Nearly 1,000 Pages! —
Perhaps the most coveted 

Mardukite Publication
of the past decade. 

Classic materials from the Sorcerer's Handbook are combined with Arcanum in one volume
to deliver the most complete practical guide, refernece manual and course curriculum of occult 

esoteric knowledge ever unified in one place during the last 6,000 years of recorded history.
 

 Oversized Hardcover — 958pgs — 6.69" x 9.61"
The Book That Originally Launched                         ISBN 978-0-578-75676-9 
Our Modern Mardukite Movement!   MSRP $99.00 

6 — GRADE-I ( ROUTE-A ) : MAGICK & MYSTICISM ( MASTER EDITION )



A Coffin-Table Book You Can Sink Your Teeth Into!

THE VAMPYRE'S HANDBOOK
Secret Rites of Modern Vampires  

5th Anniversary Collector's Edition  
Developed and compiled by Joshua Free  

Foreword by David Zibert  
The ultimate goal of all magical,

mystical and spiritual pursuits since
the dawn of time is actualization of  the

realization that we are more than Human.
This is perhaps most blatantly represented
and recognized in one of the more superior 

archetypes of dark occultism: The Vampyre.

This very special“Vampyre's Handbook” 5th 
Anniversary Collector's Edition unites unique 

rites and teachings of the modern “Vampire 
Tradition” collected together and brought to a 

high-level scrutiny for the first time ever in 
hardcover—combining two underground
classics from Moroii ad Vitam Paramus:
“The Vampyre's Bible: Moroi Book of V” 

and “The Cybernomicon.”

Hardcover — 260pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
ISBN 978-0-578-62344-3 

MSRP $39.95 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A 20th Century Wicca-Witchcraft Classic 

Now Available to the Public for First Time! 

>> NEW RELEASE <<  

THE WITCH'S HANDBOOK
A Complete Grimoire of Witchcraft  

by Joshua Free (as Merlyn Stone); Edited by Rowen Gardner  

Premiere collector's edition of the unpublished sequel to Sorcerer's  
Handbook, only released privately as “The 1998 Book of Shadows.”

Hardcover — 152pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
ISBN 978-0-578-84248-6 

*Special* MSRP $29.95 

GRADE-I (  ENTRY POINTS ) : ROUTE OF MAGICK & MYSTICISM — 7





 HERE BE DRAGONS !!!

DRACONOMICON
The Book of Ancient Dragon Magick  
25th Anniversary Collector's Edition  

by Joshua Free writing as Merlyn Stone  
Foreword by Rowen Gardner  

 

Discovering true knowledge, wisdom and power 
of the Ancient Dragon has never been easier!

          Thousands of copies now in print,
          circulating and in private collections. 

 

A revised and expanded collector's edition of the 
original underground cult-classic Draconomicon 
offering powerful esoteric teachings and lore of 

authentic “dragon magick” and its nearly-
prehistoric legacy and traditions.

 

Come and initiate yourself to a progressive 
journey through the Ancient Dragon Legacy—

beginning in the depths of the Primordial Abyss 
and primeval birth of the “Great Cosmic Dragon” 
—then delving into a body of sacred knowledge 

secretly carried for thousands of years to the 
present age...and now accessible for the future!

 

Whether simply curious, or seeking to explore 
deep teachings that may incorporate “dragons” 

into your spiritual philosophies and magical 
systems, Draconomicon is unparalleled research 

and testimony to a quarter-of-a-century modern 
occult evolution, sparking hundreds of traditions.

 

 ** Materials in this title are also available in the 
Merlyn's Complete Book of Druidism anthology!

  

 Hardcover — 146pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
ISBN 978-0-578-53148-9 

MSRP $32.95 

DRACONOMICON is the first “New Age” publication 
ever written and self-published by Joshua Free (at age 
12)  when  debuting  as  “Merlyn  Stone”  in  the  occult 
underground and Druidic community—a then-apprentice 
of Douglas Monroe and New Forest Centre in the 1990's.

GRADE-I ( ENTRY POINTS ) : ROUTE OF DRUIDISM & THE DRAGON LEGACY — 9



Real Ancient Wisdom From the Sacred Druid Tradition

THE DRUID'S HANDBOOK
Ancient Magick for a New Age  

20th Anniversary Collector's Edition  
Written by Joshua Free  

Foreword by Rowen Gardner  

Enter the Sacred Grove and initiate yourself to 
the greatest Celtic Mystery Tradition—the 

Wisdom of the Druids! Discovering true Druidic 
wisdom of these ancient legendary woodland 
mystics has never been clearer for our times!

Drawing upon over two decades experience in 
the neodruidic community, Joshua Free's original 

underground masterpiece—Applied Druidology
—returns to life, with revised and expanded 

deep teachings of Druidic Lore, including core 
doctrines and codes, triad teachings of the 

Bards, natural philosophy, the construction of 
ritual tools and performance of ceremonial magic 

involving the elements, trees and forces of 
Nature—all of which is presented in honor of the 

true spirit of authentic Druidism.

** Materials in this title are also available in the 
Merlyn's Complete Book of Druidism anthology!

Hardcover — 166pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
ISBN 978-0-578-53160-1 

BARD  OF THE 12TH CHAIR                                MSRP $32.95 
NEW FOREST CENTRE     

“My own personal background in Druidism is really only known in probably a 
few select circles; and it's commented on in some of the 'Introductions' 
and 'Forewords' of materials that are already published. However, I've al-
ways been, obviously, better known for the presentation of the 'Mardukite' 
system, the 'Necronomicon' and emphasis on 'Mesopotamia' especially over 
the last decade or so. But that isn't what I was originally known for...”

— Joshua Free, Lecture-13, “The Complete Mardukite Master Course”
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The Most Secret European Mystery Tradition—Revealed

ELVENOMICON
–or–   

SECRET TRADITIONS  
OF ELVES AND FAERIES  

The Book of Elven Magick & Druid Lore  
15th Anniversary Collector's Edition  

by Joshua Free; Foreword by David Zibert  
 

Come enter the Enchanted Forest, deep in the 
heart of the Green World—discover the greatest 

secrets of the Ancient Mystery Tradition—the 
hidden legacy and magick of Elves and Faerie.
Make your passage into Faerie as you discover 

the mysteries contained within this revolutionary 
and controversial underground classic, revealing 

for the first time to a mortal world, this uniquely 
beautiful and complete guide to the very ancient 

and authentic Elven-Faerie Druidic Tradition.
 

The shinning path of the Elven Way grants any 
Seeker the key to unlock forbidden truths of 

esoteric archaeology including:
 

• How traditions of the Ancient Near East 
evolved into mythical, mystical and 

societal systems in Europe.
 

• How the forgotten arcane legacies of 
Elven-Faerie and even “Dragon” races on 

Earth have shaped the Western world and “Western magical tradition.”
 

• How modern folk-magic and “New Age” revivals may be traced back to coincide with 
evolutions in Human civilization marked by specific ancient migrations.

 

Long-lost teachings, traditions and techniques collected in this freshly revised, retitled and 
reissued anniversary edition of the classic underground bestselling Book of Elven-Faerie may 
even provide new historical foundations and credibility for all modern magical system revivals, 
resulting from one Seeker's pursuits into the unspeakable origins of ancient Celtic Druidism...

** Materials in this title are also available in the Merlyn's Complete Book of Druidism anthology!
 

“Joshua's genius ability to compile, categorize and connect vast     Hardcover – 250pgs – 5.5”x8.5”
stockpiles of lore, ancient to modern, has culminated in a truly                ISBN 978-0-578-54620-9 
impressive contribution to world metaphysics.” –Douglas Monroe  MSRP $37.95 

GRADE-I : ROUTE OF DRUIDISM & DRAGON LEGACY (  A BRIDGE TO GRADE-II ) — 11



The Mardukite “Route of Druidism” Master Edition

MERLYN'S COMPLETE
BOOK OF DRUIDISM

A Master Course in Druidry  
for Modern Druids  

Collected works by Joshua Free  
 

The ultimate book for all 21st century Druids!
 

Writings and research spanning a quarter-of-a-
century are expertly united to present the most 

complete guide, reference and course curriculum 
for DRUIDRY—ancient and modern—a spiritual, 

mystical and magical legacy of legendary renown 
that speaks relevantly to present times and can 

potentially carry human evolution into the future.
For the first time, anyone can gain unhindered 

access to the most complete collection of writings 
and records revealing answers to long sought 

after mysteries of the western world: Secrets of 
the Druids. An entire esoteric research library—

developed and revised underground from 1995 to 
2020, collected by notoriously prolific mystic 

writer, Joshua Free—is now at your fingertips.
 

*** ACADEMY NOTICE ***
Enter the Sacred Grove. Initiate yourself to the 
greatest Mystery Tradition known in the West. 

Earn Universal Wisdom known only to Druids with the 
complete “Grade-I Route-D” textbook of the Mardukite Master Course
and Mardukite Academy "Ladder of Lights" Grade/Route/Level-Chart.

 

Merlyn's Complete Book of Druidism contains: Druid's Handbook, Draconomicon and the 
complete Elvenomicon compendium (including Book of Elven-Faerie, Elven-Druid Grimoire 

and Greenwood Forest Grimoire). If that were not enough, an initiate will also discover
Joshua Free's coveted collection of Pheryllt Research notebooks. As a bonus,

critical outlines and supplements from the “Instructor's Manual” Appendix of The Complete 
Mardukite Master Course to allow for the greatest success on the Route of Druidism. This

also features a revised and annotated tercentenary edition of John Toland's Pantheisticon.
  

Formerly titled: “The Druid Compleat”          Oversized Hardcover — 728pgs — 6.690" x 9.610"
The Definitive Tome of Druidism           ISBN 978-0-578-65341-9 

 for Planet Earth and Its Future!                                           MSRP $99.00 

12 — GRADE-I ( ROUTE-D ) : ROUTE OF DRUIDISM & THE DRAGON (  MASTER EDITION )



PHOTO TAKEN BY JOSHUA FREE. OTHER GRAPHIC ART FOR BOOK COVERS SUPPLIED BY KYRA KAOS AS COMISSIONED BY JFI  AND THE MARDUKITE ORG.
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The Underground Bestselling Mardukite Source Book

NECRONOMICON
(THE ANUNNAKI BIBLE)

10th Anniversary Collector's Edition  
edited by Joshua Free  

 

Mesopotamia... Sumerians... The Anunnaki...
Star-Gates of Babylon... “Ancient Alien Gods”... 

The Igigi “Watchers” of the Old Testament... 
Antiquated religions, mythologies and magical 

systems of a long-lost forgotten age...
All amazingly preserved and presented in the 

original Anunnaki Bible edited by Joshua Free.
 

A masterpiece of Mesopotamian magic, history 
and spirituality, providing a complete collection—

a grand symphony of correlated materials—of 
the most ancient writings accessible on Earth.

 

Here is the complete esoteric source book of 
Babylonian "Mardukite" Tradition, as developed 
by an active group of "Mardukite Chamberlains" 

(Mardukite Research Organization) during
their first year of intensive work in 2009.

 

These raw materials have shaped the existence 
of man's beliefs and traditions for thousands of 
years; right from the heart of the Ancient Near 

East: Sumer, Babylon and even Egypt!
 

Newly revised prefaces and tablet introductions 
guide “Truth Seekers” through a beautiful presentation
of the Ancient Mystery Tradition, accessible to anyone

with any background. You will discover original secrets of 
Hermetic Tradition, the “Books of  the Dead” and

Underworld Mysteries, the origins of the books of Genesis 
and Enoch... You will, if you dare, unlock forgotten power of 

the Anunnaki Babylonian Star-Gates—lore predating (and 
thebasis for) Hebrew Kabbalah mysticism, from which most 

of the Western Magical Tradition is rooted.
          NOT AN ENDORSEMENT BY MODEL  

This same material is         Hardcover — 402pgs — 6.14”x9.21”
“Five Stars!                        also available as:                            ISBN 978-0-692-19010-4  

A Must Read...”         The Complete Anunnaki Bible                                                                                     MSRP $50.00  
— anunnaki.org        

GRADE-II : ROUTE OF MESOPOTAMIA (  TRILOGY EDITION ) — 15



The Classic Mardukite Research Companion Anthology

GATES OF THE NECRONOMICON
The Secret Anunnaki Tradition of Babylon  

10th Anniversary Collector's Edition  
  

Collected works by Joshua Free  
 

Sumerian secrets and mysteries of Mesopotamia 
are finally revealed in the first complete modern 

guide to Babylonian tradition. An anthology of 
arcane history, theory and esoteric practices 

spanning thousands of years—providing a perfect 
research companion to the Anunnaki Bible.

 

An amazingly researched source book of esoteric 
archaeology revealing secret Anunnaki traditions 

of Babylon, forbidden knowledge spanning 
thousands of years—from the Sumerian origins of 

civilized systems in ancient Mesopotamia to the 
underground occult traditions of Aleister Crowley, 
Kenneth Grant, and millions of people who have 
read—and even used—Simon's Necronomicon.

 

Joshua Free, world renown esoteric Director of 
the “Mardukite Research Organization,” and 
“NexGen Systemological Society” invites the 

Seeker on an incredible progressive journey to 
illuminate the most ancient and inaccessible

facets of human history, spirituality and
religious tradition on the planet.

 

For the first time ever, anyone can discover the secrets of the Sumerian Anunnaki and the 
origins of all physical and metaphysical systems born from the Mesopotamian Mystery 

Tradition that directly led to Babylonian religion—a unique combination of Sumerian, 
Akkadian, Assyrian and Chaldean lore revealed with perfect clarity for all modern readers: 

the academic, esoteric and even the “just curious.” 
 

The Gates of the Necronomicon anthology collects some of the most critical contributions
from the underground “Mardukite Research Organization” including Sumerian Religion

or Sumerian Legacy (Liber-50), Babylonian Myth & Magic (Liber-51),
Necronomicon Revelations (Liber-R) and Crossing to the Abyss (Liber-555).

 

Hardcover — 344pgs — 6.14”x9.21”
ISBN 978-0-578-43283-0 

MSRP $50.00 

16 — GRADE-II : ROUTE OF MESOPOTAMIA (  TRILOGY EDITION )



The Definitive Guide to Mardukite Mesopotamian Magic

NECRONOMICON
(THE ANUNNAKI GRIMOIRE)
A Manual of Practical Babylonian Magic  

10th Anniversary Collector's Edition  
Collected works by Joshua Free  

 

Raw Power. Real Magic. Primordial.
Nearly Forgotten... The path of true Babylonian 
magic is a spiritual dedication to the Sumerian 

Anunnaki, a path once seemingly inaccessible—
beyond our reach and understanding. Rediscover 

the most ancient magical system on earth, 
secretly recorded on cuneiform tablets thousands 

of years ago in Mesopotamia...
 

Here is the definitive modern literary collection of
ancient magic including Anunnaki invocations, 

Mesopotamian Star-Gate rituals, Babylonian 
exorcisms, banishing rites and protective spells.

 

Completing the Mardukite Core Research Library
—with Necronomicon: The Anunnaki Bible and 

Gates of the Necronomicon—the Seeker is invited 
on an incredible progressive esoteric journey 

through the most ancient and powerful magical 
tradition on earth in this final volume of

Joshua Free's “Mardukite Necronomicon” Trilogy.
 

This 10th Anniversary collector's edition of Necronomicon: The Anunnaki Grimoire includes 
newly revised and rewritten underground materials from Magan Magic: Enuma Elis (Liber-E),  

The Complete Book of Marduk by Nabu (Liber-W), The Maqlu Ritual Book (Liber-M)—
and a special bonus appendix: the original and now out-of-print Enochian Magic

and  Kabbalah (Liber-K) discourse by Joshua Free.
 

Originally published in four installments, this special Necronomicon Grimoire anthology 
collects some of the most fundamental and practical occult contributions from the modern

“Mardukite Research Organization” as developed underground over the past decade.

** Materials in this title are also available in paperback as Practical Babylonian Magic.

Hardcover — 370pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
ISBN 978-0-578-50594-7 

MSRP $50.00 

GRADE-II : ROUTE OF MESOPOTAMIA (  TRILOGY EDITION ) — 17



The Mardukite “Route of Mesopotamia” Master Edition

NECRONOMICON
The Complete Anunnaki Legacy  
10th Anniversary Master Edition  

Collected works by Joshua Free  
 

A decade of research and discovery is unified 
together to present the most complete source 

book of Mesopotamian, Sumerian, Babylonian 
and Anunnaki knowledge unearthed by humanity. 
Discover the oldest and most complete spiritual, 

mystical and magical tradition known to exist.
 

Classic underground materials from 15 books by 
Mardukite director Joshua Free are expertly 

arranged for all Truth Seekers in one volume!
For the first time, anyone can access complete 

records revealing hidden lore and secrets of 
Sumerian Anunnaki, the Babylonian (“Mardukite”) 
Tradition and the explicit origins of contemporary 
physical and metaphysical “systems” concealed 

by these Mesopotamian Mysteries.
 

Here is the perfected archetypal reflection of 
Mesopotamian magic, spirituality and history, 

providing a definitive collection of the most 
ancient writings on the planet—a grand 

symphony of correlated materials spanning 
hundreds of sources and thousands of years.

*** ACADEMY NOTICE ***
Discover the hidden key to understanding deep mysteries of esoteric archaeology, discovered 

in Babylon and providing forbidden knowledge concealed by thousands of years of 
misinformation and global conspiracy with the complete “Grade-II” textbook of the Mardukite 

Master Course and Mardukite Academy "Ladder of Lights" Grade/Route/Level-Chart.
 

From the original Sumerian and Babylonian origins of civilized systems in ancient 
Mesopotamia, to the underground occult traditions of Aleister Crowley, Kenneth Grant and 

millions of people who have attempted use of Simon's Necronomicon... It's all accounted for 
here in the complete and definitive NECRONOMICON for our times now—and for the future!

 

Oversized Hardcover — 940pgs — 6.690" x 9.610"
     — Nearly 1,000 Pages! —            ISBN 978-0-578-64600-8 

MSRP $125.00 

18 — GRADE-II : ROUTE OF MESOPOTAMIAN MYSTERIES (  MASTER EDITION )





The Truth About Forbidden Grimoires of Legendary Renown
>> NEW COLLECTOR'S EDITION <<  

NOVEM PORTIS
Necronomicon Revelations &  

Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows  
Mardukite Liber-R+9 by Joshua Free  

Foreword by Rowen Gardner  
 

Long-lost remnants of ancient Mesopotamian 
religion, Anunnaki mythology and invisible 

legacies of Babylonian magic are coherently 
revealed in the first true esoteric companion 

guide to the very real “Necronomicon Legacy.”
 

This amazingly candid guide to modern esoteric 
underground traditions reveals a secret living 

Anunnaki tradition of Babylon, forbidden 
knowledge lost thousands of years ago—now 

infused within all magick, religion and spirituality.
 

Discover the secret influence of the Sumerian 
Anunnaki and the origins of all physical and 

metaphysical systems born from the 
Mesopotamian Mystery Tradition that directly led 
to Babylonian religion—a unique combination of 

Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Chaldean, 
Yezidic and Persian lore existing at the heart of 

the past century of underground occult traditions 
of Aleister Crowley, Kenneth Grant, Novem

COVER BOARDS OF ACTUAL BOOK COMPLETED IN A         Portis: Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows,
MATTE FINISH CLEAN WITHOUT TITLE-NAMES ON SPINE            and the millions of people who have read—or

 even used—Simon's Necronomicon.
 

Discover how "spiritual beings" and "alien intelligences" have influenced imaginations of 
"metaphysical" writers and "fantasy" artists increasingly in the last century— "primordial gods" 

seeking to have their stories told and knowledge of their existence reborn at this dawn of
the next evolution of human civilization.

 

Mardukite Liber-R+9 Nostalgic Edition in    Hardcover — 160pgs — 6”x9
'Nine-Gates'-style Hardcover for the First Time Ever                   ISBN 978-0-578-84334-6 

   – Commemorating its 10th Anniversary!                   MSRP $32.95 

“Our work is therefore historically authentic: the rediscovery of the Sumerian Tradition.”
— Aleister Crowley

20 — GRADE-II : UNDERGROUND OCCULTISM (  A “BRIDGE” TO  GRADE-III )



An Ancient Cuneiform Tablet Library Fit For a King
>> NEW DELUXE LARGER EDITION <<  

THE COMPLETE ANUNNAKI BIBLE
A Source Book of Esoteric Archaeology  

 

(Deluxe Oversized Hardcover Edition)  
Developed by Joshua Free  

Discover the very real coveted secret library
of Sumerian cuneiform tablets kept by the 

oldest Babylonian mystery school of 
Mesopotamia and preserving

the most ancient writings of the present
incarnation of Human Civilization on Earth.

The oldest Sumerian and Babylonian records 
reveal detailed accounts of cosmic history in 

the universe and on earth, the development of 
human history and descriptions of world order
—all of which were used to maintain spiritual 
and physical control of humanity—proving to 
be the predecessor and foundation of global 

scripture-based religious and mystical 
traditions thereafter. These raw underground 

materials have shaped the existence of man's 
beliefs and traditions for thousands of years; 
right from the heart of the Ancient Near East.

Oversized Hardcover — 438pgs — 6.69”x9.61”
ISBN 978-0-578-86196-8 

MSRP $59.00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Premiere Founders Edition for Mardukite Zuism 
>> NEW RELEASE <<  

ANUNNAKI BIBLE: THE CUNEIFORM SCRIPTURES
New Standard Zuist Edition (NSZE)  

edited by Joshua Free  

A portable refinement and abridged standard of the original text.

  Also available in a      Hardcover — 148pgs — 5”x8”
pocket paperback                        ISBN 978-0-578-73355-5 

edition.     MSRP $32.95 
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The Star-Gate Rituals & The Dark Arts of Babylon
FIRST TIME IN HARDCOVER — COMMEMORATING 10TH ANNIVERSARIES OF BOTH!

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF MARDUK
A Pocket Anunnaki Devotional  

Companion to Babylonian Rituals  
 

Liber-W designed by Joshua Free  

A collector's edition of the long-lost 
translated cuneiform tablet collection, 

revealing secret underground methods 
used to acquire direct communication with 

what some call “alien intelligences” via a 
program of ancient-styled Babylonian-

inspired devotion, reviving the same 
techniques used by ancient “Mardukite” 
Star-Gate priests and priestesses of the 

Sumerian Anunnaki in Mesopotamia.

Hardcover — 134pgs — 5”x8”
THE MAQLU RITUAL BOOK         ISBN 978-0-578-47032-0 
  A Pocket Companion to Babylonian Exorcisms,              MSRP $29.95
  Banishing Rites & Protective Spells
 

  Mardukite Liber-M edited by Joshua Free
A newly translated collector's edition of the famous cuneiform tablet collection revealing
a complete and practical guide to Babylonian spiritual and magical protection spells, 
exorcisms, and banishing rituals—unearthed right from the true heart of Mesopotamia
—derived from the historic ancient Mardukite Anunnaki Tradition of Babylon.
The Maqlu Ritual Book is an authentic cuneiform tablet collection—and perhaps the most 
ancient “spellbook” still coherently accessible on the planet—providing a complete and 
genuine manual of highly sought after “Defense Against the Dark Arts!”
Celebrating a decade of intensive academic and esoteric exploration—once restricted only to 
the underground archives of the “Mardukite Research Organization”—the Maqlu Ritual Book
is now available to the modern public and understandable for contemporary occult practice,
explored and presented in an incredibly effective new way never seen before!

Hardcover — 134pgs — 5”x8”       Perhaps one of the most famous and most frequently
 ISBN 978-0-578-48133-3                      cited ancient mystical cuneiform-tablet series
 MSRP $32.95                                      and yet seldom explored in its entirety. 

** Materials from both titles are also available in Necronomicon: The Anunnaki Grimoire and 

Practical Babylonian Magic  anthologies—and also Necronomicon: The Anunnaki Spellbook.
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** Church of Mardukite Zuism  material is a religio-spiritual Grade-II alternative to the Mardukite Academy. **



The Mardukite Thesis on Ancient Mesopotamian Religion
— A SPECIAL 2-VOLUME HARDCOVER 10TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTOR'S EDITION —

From the world renown Mardukite
Research Organization developed by

 Joshua Free, this amazing guide to 
esoteric archaeology reveals the secret 

traditions of Babylon as never before, 
forbidden knowledge lost thousands of 

years ago—from the origins of Sumerian 
civilization in ancient Mesopotamia to the 

rise of Babylonian magic, planetary 
mythology and world religion.

>> NEW RELEASE <<   

SUMERIAN RELIGON
Introducing the Anunnaki Gods of  

of Mesopotamian Neopaganism  
Mardukite Liber-50 by Joshua Free  

 

Hardcover — 142pgs — 5”x8  
An illumination of the most ancient and inaccessible facets                  ISBN 978-0-578-85516-5  
of human history, spirituality and religious tradition on the planet.                MSRP $32.95  

  >> NEW RELEASE <<

BABYLONIAN MYTH & MAGIC
  Spiritual Traditions and Mysticism in
  Mesopotamian Anunnaki Religion
  Mardukite Liber-51+E by Joshua Free
  Foreword by David Zibert                             Long-lost secrets of ancient Mesopotamian religion,
  Hardcover — 212pgs — 5”x8            Anunnaki mythology and mysteries of Babylonian magic 
  ISBN 978-0-578-94415-9              are coherently revealed in the first complete esoteric guides
  MSRP $32.95                      dedicated to making Sumerian archeology accessible to everyone.

For the first time ever, everybody can discover and understand the closely guarded secrets of 
the Sumerian Anunnaki and the origins of all physical and metaphysical systems born from the 
Mesopotamian Mystery Tradition that directly led to Babylonian religion—a unique combination 

of Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian and Chaldean lore revealed with perfect clarity for all
modern readers: the academic, esoteric and even the “just curious.

** Former revisions of materials from both titles are also available in the Gates 
  of the Necronomicon anthology—and also in paperback as Sumerian Legacy. 
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     Mardukite Systemology              “Basics Books” Series
— SYSTEMOLOGY SOCIETY      COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS —  

'Basics Books' Make Perfect Gifts         – N EW –  THE WAY INTO THE FUTURE
 A Handbook for the New Human  

Collected works by Joshua Free selected and introduced by James Thomas  
Eighteen articles, lecture transcripts and reference chapters carefully selected to illuminate the 

pathway to Planet Earth's metahuman destiny and perfect introduction for friends and family.
Hardcover — 216pgs — 5”x8” — ISBN 978-0-578-92813-5 — MSRP $32.95  

   – N EW –

SYSTEMOLOGY                      Commemorating the
  The Original Thesis of Mardukite New Thought                             10th ANNIVERSARY!
  Systemology Liber-S-1X by Joshua Free
A collection of underground discourses released privately over a decade ago and providing 
inspiration for a rapidly developing futurist spiritual technology called Mardukite Systemology.
  Hardcover — 200pgs — 5”x8” — ISBN 978-0-578-92284-3 — MSRP $32.95

– N EW –   

 1st Time in Hardcover                 THE POWER OF “ZU”
Applying Mardukite Zuism and Systemology to Everyday Life  
Based on a lecture series by Joshua Free; Foreword by Reed Penn  

Transcripts from a Grade-III introductory lecture series by Joshua Free in December 2019 to
launch Mardukite Academy of Systemology and the Founding Church of Mardukite Zuism.

Hardcover — 208pgs — 5”x8” — ISBN 978-0-578-92445-8 — MSRP $32.95  
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Here is the Ultimate Map to Pilot Your Own Destiny!

THE TABLETS OF DESTINY
Using Ancient Wisdom to  

Unlock Human Potential  
Systemology Liber-One by Joshua Free  

Foreword by Reed Penn  
 

There is perhaps no greater enigmatic and 
potentially powerful aspect of Sumerian tradition 
and Babylonian cuneiform literature from ancient 

Mesopotamia than the infamous “Tablet of 
Destinies”—or “Tablets of Destiny.”

Here is the first ever public demonstration of 
secret knowledge and wisdom drawn from the 
legendary cuneiform relics, far surpassing any 

previous academic interpretation of ancient 
artifacts available. Here is the result of one man's 

quest for the “magic” behind the “magic”—
a rediscovery of the original system of perfecting 
the Human Condition on a Pathway which leads 

to Infinity. Here is a new map on which to chart 
the future spiritual evolution of all humanity!

Our contemporaries in this field only translate and 
interpret the “language” of these ancient 
mysteries, but with little true Self-Honest 

understanding of what these “words” and 
“symbols” originally represented to the author that 

first set them down. But now, this has changed!
 

“The Tablets of Destiny” maps the highest route 
to esoteric knowledge—expertly bridging materials from the “Mardukite Research Library” with 
the wisdom and latest clarity revealed by the advanced “NexGen Systemology” New Thought 

division of the “Mardukite Research Organization.” This much anticipated foundation work and 
public debut of “Mardukite Systemology” provides a concise and accessible guide to the 

fundamentals of “cosmic ordering” and the “systematization” of the Human Condition, 
described on cuneiform tablets as “control of the Divine ME”—or else, the “Arts of 

Civilization”—the supreme knowledge and wisdom that commands all true authority of 
godhood in the heavens and sovereignty on earth.

Access to this amazing potential is now available to all!
 

The Reboot of Systemology          Available in Hardcover and Paperback — 260pgs — 6”x9” 
in public view after a decade of                             ISBN 978-0-578-58284-9 MSRP $40.00 (hc)   

underground development.                                ISBN 978-0-578-58331-0 MSRP $26.95 (pb)   
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Realize Potential for Spiritual Evolution of a New Human!

CRYSTAL CLEAR
The Self-Actualization Manual &  

Guide to Total Awareness  
Systemology Liber-2B by Joshua Free  

Foreword by Kyra Kaos  
 

Learn how to free the Self from lower levels of 
personal fragmentation and programming; to 
apply Will-Intention to the fullest extent from 

outside lower “systems”; and live without regard 
of former fragmentation and erroneous 

programming concerning personal ability and 
responsibility accumulated during this lifetime.

The way out is always the way through; not 
avoidance, neglect or indifference—which only 

mark a path to ignorance.

 

 

Every technique and Self-Processing method 
contained within Crystal Clear targets personal management of emotion, memory and thought, 

assisting Seeker's to regain Self-control of these systems. We are not using Systemology to 
condition ourselves into some false sense of grandeur; we are using it to systematically 

remove fragmentation that undeniably reveals the "Unconditioned Self",
the very Alpha state of our true spiritual Beingness.

 

There is no higher purpose or greater demonstration of the "Great Work" available.
 

This is the most important thing an individual can be doing right now for themselves, for family, 
for society, for all Life on planet Earth—and to every sphere of influence and existence that we 

can extend our reach in Self-Honesty to Infinity.
 

The Most Powerful Grade-III Tool and            Hardcover and Paperback — 368pgs — 5.5”x8.5” 
the Key to Entering the Wizard Levels  !                      ISBN 978-0-578-61390-1 MSRP $50.00 (hc)    

          ISBN 978-0-578-61429-8 MSRP $34.95 (pb)   
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Complete Grade-3 Mardukite Systemology Master Edition

SYSTEMOLOGY HANDBOOK
Unlocking True Power of the Human Spirit 
& the Highest State of Knowing and Being 

Collected works by Joshua Free 

A decade of writing forms a complete record of 
research and discovery and reveals revolutionary 

advancements in a 21st century “New Thought”
movement known as “Mardukite Systemology.” 

Here is the technology to guide our evolution 
toward a spiritually idealist “transhuman” future.

For the first time ever, Seekers have unrestricted 
access to this once-private practical knowledge 

of “NexGen” teachings and techniques drawn 
directly from secret wisdom of Arcane Tablets 

once possessed by the original Ancient Mystery 
School. We are standing at the cusp of the true 

“New Era” for humanity—standing witness to the 
horizon of a dawning light for the Crystal Age.

 *** ACADEMY NOTICE ***
Here is the definitive guide for reaching toward 

higher states of Knowing and Being—a complete 
“Grade-III” textbook of the Mardukite Master  
Course and Mardukite Academy "Ladder of 

Lights" Grade/Route/Level-Chart-System.

This textbook-anthology includes all materials 
from The Tablets of Destiny (Liber-One), Crystal

    Also prepares Seekers for the            Clear (Liber-2B), Systemology: The Original Thesis
Complete Mardukite Master Course                      of Mardukite New Thought (Liber-S-1X) and

& Academy Graduation @ Master-Level               Power of Zu: Applying Mardukite Zuism and
Systemology to Everyday Life.

When a Seeker actualizes Awareness independent of physical existence, therein alone lies the 
true personality of Spirit, an individual “I” that is Self—the state of Self in its natural basic state 

free of fragmentation. The Seeker extends reach of Awareness, ability and responsibility of 
Self-direction, from a point of “Will” as Cause, rising above lower planes of Effect and Desire.

Discover for yourself why Systemology is          Oversized Hardcover — 770pgs — 6.690" x 9.610"
the most important pursuit an individual                                                ISBN 978-0-578-66270-1 

can take up during this lifetime!                                                                        MSRP $120.00 
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The Complete Mardukite Master Course
-- Class is in session! --

THE MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Adapted from MMC Academy Lecture #1 given on September 21, 2020

The Complete Mardukite Master Course spans three Grades of knowledge. All literary works cur-
rently in print from the JOSHUA FREE IMPRINT (Publishing Offices)—originally written between 1995 and 
2019—all  pertain to a singular  stream of  complete instruction spanning these three  Grades or 
knowledge tiers. The Mardukite Master Course is designed to provide a clear understanding and 
unification of all material presented across the three Grades.

“Well, I'm very pleased to announce completion of the Master Edition volumes that comprise this 
Mardukite Master Course. The purpose of this really—not only for the Mardukite Academy and  
the Systemology Society, which the course serves—is to provide master instruction for Masters,  
and by that, I of course mean Instructors too. It's important for me to give this course initially  
too, because as a writer I have a tendency to sit up in the Ivory Tower and just kind of look out...” 
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MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION                                             < pg. 2 >
The Mardukite Master Course follows a chronological “Pathway” charted and recorded personally 
by JOSHUA FREE from 1995 to 2019—from the first “Merlyn Stone” discourses on magick and Druidism 
(Grade-I), through all work of the Mardukite Chamberlains (Mardukite Research Org) and its pursuit 
of Mesopotamian Traditions (Grade-II), and finally, the most recent completion of Grade-III as “Mar-
dukite Systemology.” These Grades realize and complete an organizational premise written in 1999 
by JOSHUA FREE detailing future plans for a Sacred and Mystic Order of the Crystal Dawn. Now, after 
two decades, the Mardukite Academy carries forth that futurist vision originated by our Founder.

“This Master Course is intended to deliver these Grades and their Routes of Knowledge in a way 
that an Artist 'masters' their craft; and that is what we mean by 'mastery'. And there are 
three Master Grades. Of course, in the Systemology Society, we are working on Grade-IV and 
Grade-V—and that's also important, because that lets you know we are moving somewhere; that 
there is somewhere to go. But we've also 'capped' this off, in terms of the 'Master' work and 
the 'Master Grades' and that was completed with the 2019 release, 'Crystal Clear'.”
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< pg. 3 >                                         MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
“You will find some overlapping between the Routes; and where this occurs, it only adds confirm-
ation to ongoing progressive developments; it doesn't take away from structure—and there isn't 
enough reiteration to cause loss of interest. For example (Grade-I) 'Route-A' is named after 
'Arcanum'; and also as a point of Beginnings. 'Route-A' is a very open 'broad' approach. And 
then, 'Route-D' is titled for 'Druidism'. Naturally, elements of both routes will overlap. The 
'Druids' are even introduced in 'Arcanum', but so are a thousand other topics.”
   “And when you start to stretch back even farther beyond Druidism, we reach what we consider  
the origins for  Western Magical Tradition. It may be traced by expansion of culture, literary 
traditions and iconic themes—such as 'The Dragon'—passed down through generations and du-
plicated by many different cultures across space and time. Such 'traditional esoterica'—common 
to contemporary 'New Age' movements—consists of much more widely known facets of know-
ledge; as opposed to  Mesopotamia, which has remained in the depths and furthest reaches of 
human consciousness. With this, we can identify what we consider origins of human civilization—
its systematization and social-civic programming which has governed it for thousands of years.”

“We begin with what's readily accessible; then further reach into the past—to the extent liter-
ary records will allow. In Grade-III, we work with a composite of it all, because the Grades are 
not 'exclusive' to one another. However, our understanding and realization is more refined at 
each level as we reclaim more of what was lost. Because we found that since the heights of an-
cient Mesopotamia, with varying cultures and time passing—well, the relay of communication was 
not being perfectly duplicated, and thus degraded, moving us downward from a perfected state.”
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MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION                                             < pg. 4 >
“What we are doing now with this Course is being certain of the duplication of material and its 
knowledge or true understanding. This Course is not a dictation; I'm not going to sit up here and 
read you the material. But, we are recording this for the Academy posterity; and also to publish 
transcripts for those unable to experience the Master Course in person today at the Academy.”

Although a newcomer could go directly to the 
Academy Lecture transcript volume to access a 
wide span of knowledge, these lectures them-
selves do not replace the four main textbooks 
on which they are based. The original intention 
was to deliver this Mardukite Academy Master 
Course only to those that already had worked 
through the first Three Grades, either on their 
own, in study groups or as separate instruction 
from the Mardukite Academy. Only under this 
premise would the “MMC”  certify ''Instructors'' 
to Teach Grade-I-and-II and Co-Pilot Grade-III.

“I was careful not to make the same mistakes 
as others when I laid out the Master Grades. 
There are those that work with what we apply 
as Grade-I that have a tendency to treat that 
level as the whole end-all or be-all of the Path. 
Many individuals do reach the vista of Grade-I, 
which is represented, figuratively only, as the 
'lunar level': the 'Sphere' or 'Veil' of Moon—
and yes, we mean the First Step on the Ladder 
of Lights —the Stairway to True Ascension.
   So, to answer the most burning question I've
   received since launching the Grades: Do they
   relate to the Gates?—And the answer is yes.
   For those familiar with the cross-references 
of  the  BAB-ILI Gate-System),  when  we  are 
treating the Master Grades I, II and III, we 
are respectively dealing with the first three 
Gates—those represented by the Moon, Mercury and Venus.”
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< pg. 5 >                                         MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Mardukite Systemology (Grade-III) is pinnacle to what a Seeker works at in the Master Course. It is  
the approach taken by an “Instructor” or “Master” to the whole body of material. Thus, Grade-I and  
Grade-II are treated with a Grade-III “Master” level of understanding for the Master Course. Each 
paradigm is treated as a “Route through” rather than a totality or final destination-point. This is what 
separates “initiates” from “Masters.” The average contemporary “New Ager” or “esoteric practition-
er” rarely reaches beyond a Grade-I level of understanding or realization as an actualization point.  
Discoveries regarding application of “Seven Levels” or “Seven Gates” or “Seven Steps” (up to In-
finity) to our work became clear with a “Master-Level” understanding of the systematic structure of 
veils and thresholds being cast off as an individual moves further upward or higher on the Pathway.
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MARDUKITE MASTER COURSE —  A BRIEF INTRODUCTION                                            < pg. 6 >

Experience Mardukite Academy Master Training Anywhere!
  Three Degrees – Four Routes – Five Textbooks
    ...YOU CAN HANDLE THIS! 

>> NEW MASTER EDITION RELEASE <<     

 COMPLETE MARDUKITE
MASTER COURSE

Keys to the Gates of  
Higher Understanding  

   

(Premiere Edition)  
Based on Academy Lectures by Joshua Free 

Available to the public for the first time!
You can now experience precision instruction 

of the Mardukite Master Course for all three 
Master Grades from anywhere in the Universe

exactly as Joshua Free gave in person to the 
Mardukite Academy in September 2020.

The most complete definitive single-source    
delivery of ultimate “New Age” understanding   

through Applied Philosophies and Spiritual Tech, 

*** ACADEMY NOTICE ***
Over 800 pages of material are collected in 

this Master Edition volume, providing Seekers 
with transcripts to all 48 Academy Lectures of 

the legendary Mardukite Master Course—
including all course outlines, supplemental 

reports and critical handouts from the original 
edition of the “MMC Instructor's Manual.”

Oversized Hardcover — 846pgs — 6.69”x9.61”
ISBN 978-0-578-87326-8 

This volume references                  MSRP $89.00 
 25 years of research, develop-                         
  ment and publishing, including materials found in   
  The Great Magickal Arcanum, Merlyn's Complete 
  Book  of Druidism, Necronomicon: The Complete
  Anunnaki Legacy and The Systemology Handbook. 
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Taking First Steps Beyond Babylon & Master Grades
 

with the systemology society and

The Premiere Piloting and Processing Professional Course 

based on experimental research 

( Spring — Autumn 2020 Report)
>> NEW GRADE-IV RELEASE <<  

METAHUMAN
DESTINATIONS

Piloting the Course 
to Homo Novus 

( Premiere Edition  )  
 Liber-Two by Joshua Free  

Introduction by David Zibert  
 

Wisdom of the 'Arcane Tablets' is combined with 
a year of additional experimental research and 

workshops carried out after the 2019 completion 
of Grade-III objectives, goals and publications.
Now the complete fundamentals of systematic 

processing may be understood and applied 
directly toward freeing considerations for a “new 

human” ideal or “metahuman” condition.
Developing further on the premise established 

in Crystal Clear, Joshua Free provides a manual 
illustrating the basic steps of correcting—or 

“defragmenting”—conditions that have 
entrapped viewpoints and determinism of the 

Spirit to the programing and encoding inherent 
in the standard-issue Human Condition.

Experience the “2020 Professional Course” in 
spiritual technology for all Systemologists.

Together we can help “Pilot” the course of Human Evolution toward ideals that will free the 
Human Condition and return the ultimate command and control of Life back to the Spirit.

Systemology Liber-Two/Metahuman Destinations contains              Hardcover — 400pgs — 6”x9”
material from three underground Academy publications,                       ISBN 978-0-578-76609-6 
including: Liber-2C, Liber-2D and Liber-3C from 2020.                                              MSRP $50.00   
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A Grimoire to Systematically Unlock Freedoms of Spirit 
( Autumn 2020 — Spring 2021 Report)

>> NEW GRADE-IV RELEASE <<  
based on experimental research  

IMAGINOMICON
The Gateway to 

 Higher Universes 
( Premiere Edition  )  

 Liber-3D by Joshua Free  
  

The Way Out—hidden for 6,000 years...
But now we have the Key!

A grimoire to summon and invoke, command 
and control, the most powerful Spirit

to ever exist... Your Self.
Access the truth beyond physical existence. Fly 
freely across all Gateways. Go back to where it 

all began and reclaim that Personal Universe
which the Spirit once called “Home.”

Break free from the “Matrix”; Learn and practice 
to command the Mind and control the Body

from outside of these Systems.
BECAUSE YOU WERE NEVER HUMAN!
Fully realize what it actually means to be a 

Spiritual Being—then rise up through the 
Gateways to Higher Universes and BE.

Hardcover — 316pgs — 5.5”x8.5”
Just Imagine...             ISBN 978-0-578-91362-9 — MSRP $40.00    

Premiere edition includes an 
introduction from upcoming 
“Basic Course” book, which 

will not appear in future edits 
of “Imaginomicon.”
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“Even the smallest person can change the course of the future.”



 
NO MATTER WHAT ANYBODY TELLS YOU:

WORDS AND IDEAS CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.

  mardukite.com
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